Reminder: 9/September/2018
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Sun Sep 09, 2018 7:56 pm
Everyone please keep doing the Final RTR
http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Final_RTR.htm
The Catholic Church is in the shambles, the Jews are being exposed and are losing control and
several countries are cracking down on Islam.
We need to keep doing the Final RTR until these anti-life scourges upon humanity are
completely destroyed!!
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com

Re: Reminder: 9/September/2018
Postby HP Mageson666 » Mon Sep 10, 2018 5:06 am
The Jesuits run the Vatican they also select the Popes behind the scenes they have also
assassinated Popes as well. Note Francis is a Jesuit the policy of the Jesuits was never to put
one of their own on the throne from what I have studied on them. They like to have public image
that they are subservient to the Pope and not show the public who runs things.
All of a sudden the previous Pope was forced to step down and then a Jesuit was put into power
right after. This shows the Jesuits told Ratzinger to hit the road this was done due to Ratzinger
being exposed for his role in covering up sex abuse on orders of Pope John Paul the II.
Ratzinger had to go because the Church is in dire straits and couldn't survive him as Pope.
They are desperate to just come out in public with a Jesuit Pope who was put in there to try and
save the Church as a new PR man. And now this Pope has been exposed along with the
highest officials. The Church is finished.

Re: Reminder: 9/September/2018
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Mon Sep 10, 2018 10:30 pm
Artanis wrote:
sip wrote:Also, tonight is Jewish New Year, sundown. They call this the year to see the
snakes in the grass.
Let's all do extra RTR's as a warm snake welcome to their year 2019 / 5779 kike celebration.
Thank you High Priestess Maxine

Nope. 18.9-19.9 is their Yom Kippur(Jewish New Year)

It's Rosh Hashana. "Head of the year" in Hebrew. Yom Kippur, their most important holy day
follows. Everyone should be aware, as they kidnap children and do other things for their blood
sacrifices around these times.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.com

Re: Reminder: 9/September/2018
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Sep 11, 2018 7:26 am
The Jewish elites are sitting their admitting the they are running a global network of Jewish
tracking and using the State Dept to attempt to do this around the world. But they have no
power Goyim...

Lordbaphamet666 wrote:Boy, these fuckers are funny and pathetic.
https://youtu.be/DtJ14KUB3Ew

Re: Reminder: 9/September/2018
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Thu Sep 13, 2018 4:12 am
SS322 wrote:There recently have been two murders in Germany that got the populace
INFURIATED! First Chemnitz, than Köthen. In Chemnitz some Kurdish communist terrorist
mutts stabbed a young man. Chemnitz is in eastern Germany and during communist times
the kikes changed the name of the city into (((Karl-Marx-Stadt))) because maybe they
couldn't bear that it's named after Khemet (ancient Egypt). The locals and other dedicated
people came for mourning the killed man and there was a lot of activity by (((counter
demonstrators))), mostly cucks / lemmings and foreign invaders. The media butcherd the
case and tried to make Chemnitz look like some lone Nazi village but that didn't turn out so
well. Then in Köthen there were two Afghans having an argument about who of them
impregnated a German girl (obviously a slut). Two Germans joined the argument, one of
them had an inborn heart disease and was killed in the resulting fight after being repeatedly
hit on the head. His corpse wasn't cold, there the traitor regime already sent their (((antifa
stormtroopers))) for counter demonstration into the town. Cars were burned. People were
harassed. (((Antifa))) is state funded in Germany by the way. Maybe this will change in the
near future.
The media tried to make it look like there was not fight and the man died of a
heart attack but thousands of people gatherd to expose the obvious murder. I watched a
glorious speech of many locals and other regular people. No shills, no agents, just fed up
people. Mothers and fathers, children, old people, teenagers, .... These people called for a

march on Berlin to topple the traitors. A young mother of three spoke about how journalists
harassed the sister of the killed man. She also feared that she couldn't show up in her school
where she was dedoing her gradution for being on a "right wing rally". The kikes can't hide
anything any more and people finally start to take offence from the immigrant madness.
Everybody compared the situation with 1989 when the communist regime became so
ridiculous and strict that people couldn't bear it any more and overthrew it. The waking up
has increased so much in the last week it's incredible. Saturn being not retrograde anymore
must be the reason. What has been waiting for a long time now breaks free. Saturn and
Pluto are in Capricorn. Pluto was also in Capricorn during the French and American
revolution. I can't repeat this often enough! Keep in mind the revolutions in the middle east
and critical elections in other parts of the world as well. Jupiter, Mars and Mercury were also
retrograde for a while and became direct in their motion again before Saturn finally. All these
retrograde planets made people rethink and reevaluate the last year or more. Especially the
retrograde Saturn rethought the last three years when Saturn was in Sagittarius and which
was also at the time of the height of the invasion. Saturn rules structures and the root chakra
and thus also the survival instinct. Now people will start to act on these past things. Mercury
is also in his own sign Virgo, together with Sun and Moon during the new moon. The thinking
is clear and people are very aware.
Here the glorious speech: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwI1SoZ_jaU&t=1s

Thank you. Another one... Have you looked at Angela Merkel's astrology chart? Transiting
Saturn will be opposing her Cancer stellium. Retrograding on it too. In addition, her 2019 Solar
Return next July is REAL bad. Looks like a Court Marshall. When a bad Saturn hits both the
personal planets AND in the Solar Return and it's exactly on the same degree as the SR ruler,
in hard aspect, it can be catastrophic.
Germany and others will soon be on their knees begging for Hitler. He will be back.

